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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate two-stage self-coupled optical waveguide (SCOW) 

resonators. Coupled-resonator-induced-transparency (CRIT) and high-order filtering features are 

observed. Resonance spectrum is tunable via a p-i-p thermal resistor or a p-i-n diode. 
OCIS codes: (230.5750) Resonators; (230.4555) Coupled resonators; (230.3120) Integrated optics devices  

 

1. Introduction  

Silicon photonics has become an attractive platform for photonic integrated circuits, benefiting from the wealth of 

experience and infrastructure of microelectronics industry [1]. The compatibility of silicon photonics with 

microelectronics allows for mass production of very-large-scale photonic integration (VLSI photonics). Silicon 

optical micro-resonators are one of the basic building blocks for VLSI photonic circuits due to its compact size and 

versatile functionalities. They can be constructed for optical delay lines, modulators, switches, filters, and detectors 

etc. Of the various kinds of micro-resonators, microring resonators are used extensively in today’s photonic 

integration, as they have a small footprint, a high resonance quality-factor, and an easily tailored resonance profile 

[2]. For a single microring resonator, it is very difficult to generate the ideal “box-like” spectrum required for optical 

filters or the coupled-resonator-induced-transparency (CRIT) effect required for certain applications such as optical 

buffers and biochemical sensors [3]. Coupled resonators in series- or parallel-coupling configurations are always 

employed to generate the “box-like” and CRIT spectra [4-7]. However, the resonance frequencies for all resonators 

have to be accurately aligned, which imposes a great challenge due to various fabrication uncertainties.  

Recently, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated novel self-coupled optical waveguide (SCOW) 

resonators, which can work as reconfigurable optical filters and delay lines [8-10]. Distinct from conventional 

coupled microring resonators, there is no need for strict resonance alignment in a SCOW resonator, since the SCOW 

resonator itself can co-excite two degenerate resonance modes (clockwise and counterclockwise modes). Here, we 

experimentally investigate two-stage coupled SCOW resonators and show that “box-like” and CRIT spectra can be 

generated depending on the configuration of individual SCOW resonators. The transmission spectra can be tuned by 

an embedded phase shifter.   

2.  Device fabrication and characterization 

The schematic of the tunable two-stage SCOW resonators is shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists of a pair of mirror-

imaged SCOW resonators connected by a phase shifter in between. There are two types of phase shifters used in our 

devices. The first type is based on a lateral p-i-p junction to work as a thermal resistor as shown in Fig. 1(b). As the 

intrinsic region has high resistivity, heat will be generated when a voltage is applied to the p-i-p junction. Since the 

thermal resistor is formed by the waveguide itself, this type of thermal resistors could potentially be more efficient 

and switch faster than the conventional metal thermal resistors. The other type is based on a lateral p-i-n diode as 

shown in Fig. 1(c). The refractive index of the rib waveguide is varied through free-carrier plasma dispersion effect 

when a forward voltage is applied to the p-i-n junction. In both cases, the cross-sectional dimension of the silicon 

waveguides is 450 nm  220 nm and the slab height is 60 nm. The central intrinsic region width is 1.65 µm. The 

length of the phase shifter is chosen such that the free spectral range (FSR) of the Fabry-Perot resonance (formed by 

the two SCOW resonators) is half that of the SCOW resonance.  

Our devices were fabricated using a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with a top silicon layer thickness of 220 nm 

and a buried oxide thickness of 2 µm. The top silicon layer is p-type lightly doped with a concentration of 10
15

 cm
-3

. 

The structures were defined with 248-nm deep ultra-violet (DUV) photolithography followed by plasma dry etch. 

The N
+
 and P

+
 regions of the junctions were formed by phosphorus and boron ion implantations, respectively. The 

doping concentrations are both around 10
20

 cm
-3

 to form good ohmic contact. A 1-µm-thick silicon dioxide layer 

was deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) as device upper-cladding. Finally, 

contact holes and aluminum connections were patterned. Fig. 1(d) shows the microscope image of the two-stage 
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SCOW resonators after the whole process. Fig. 1(e) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the 

device before silicon dioxide upper-cladding.       

 
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the two-stage SCOW resonators. (b) and (c) Two types of phase shifters used in our devices based on (b) p-i-p 

and (c) p-i-n junctions. (d) Microscope image of the final device. (e) SEM image of the device without upper-cladding. 

3.  Experimental results 

We used the Agilent loss and dispersion analyzer (86038B) to measure the transmission spectra of our devices. 

Inverse tapers with a tip width of 180 nm were used at both ends of the devices to ensure low-loss coupling between 

the input/output fibers and the waveguides. A polarization controller was used to adjust the polarization to transverse 

electric (TE) polarization.    

 
Fig. 2 Transmission spectra of the two-stage SCOW resonators. The coupling lengths in the individual SCOW resonators are (a) Lc1 = 

6 µm, Lc2 = 10 µm, and (b) Lc1 = 8 µm, Lc2 = 12 µm. 

The optical characteristics of SCOW resonators are dependent on the coupling coefficients of the two couplers 

[8]. Therefore, for the two-stage coupled SCOW resonators, they could exhibit distinct optical performances if the 

coupling lengths are varied. Fig. 2 shows the transmission spectra of the two-stage SCOW resonators with two sets 

of coupling lengths without tuning. The coupling lengths are labeled as Lc1 and Lc2 in Fig. 1(a). When Lc1 = 6 µm 

and Lc2 = 10 µm, the transmission spectrum exhibits a CRIT transparency peak in a 0.6 nm wide opaque valley, as 

shown in Fig. 2(a). The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) width of the transparency peak is ~55 pm, 

corresponding to a quality factor of 28,000. The extinction ratio of the peak is ~24 dB. When Lc1 = 8 µm and Lc2 = 

12 µm, the transmission spectrum exhibits a single sharp dip, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The FWHM of the sharp dip is 

0.12 nm, corresponding to a quality factor of ~13,000. The extinction ratio of the dip is ~29 dB. In this case, the 

cascaded SCOW resonators can be used as high-order bandstop filters.   

To actively tune the devices, the electrodes of the devices were connected to an external current source via a pair 

of metal probes. The voltage drop on the devices was in-situ monitored and hence the tuning power consumption 

can be obtained.  The phase shifter of the device in Fig. 2(a) is based on a p-i-p thermal resistor. Fig. 3(a) shows the 

evolution of the CRIT resonances with the tuning power. It can be seen that the CRIT peak periodically moves 

inside the wide opaque valley with the increment of tuning power. When it moves to the edges of opaque valley, it 
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becomes lower and weakened. The phase shifter of the device in Fig. 2(b) is based on a p-i-n diode. Fig. 3(b) shows 

the transmission spectra for various tuning powers. It reveals that the bottom shape of the resonance dip can be 

tailored by the phase shifter. In particular, the bottom ripple can be eliminated at a certain phase value, which can be 

used to correct fabrication errors. From Fig. 3(b), we can see that with 0.57 mW tuning power, the bottom ripple at 

1556.2 nm resonance wavelength is minimized to 1.1 dB. A flat-bottom bandstop optical filter with a high extinction 

ratio (>25 dB) and fast roll-off is realized.  

 
Fig. 3 (a) CRIT resonance spectrum tuning under various thermal powers. (b) High-order bandstop filtering spectrum tuning under 

various electrical powers. The curves are vertically shifted for clarity. 

4.  Conclusion 

We experimentally demonstrated tunable two-stage coupled SCOW resonators. CRIT and high-order filtering 

features were observed in the transmission spectra with two configurations of devices. The device resonance spectra 

were tuned by applying current to the p-i-p thermal resistor or the p-i-n diode integrated in the phase shifter. It was 

found that, the CRIT peak can move periodically within an opaque valley in one device, and the bottom ripple of 

resonance dip can be flattened by a proper phase-shift in another device.  
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